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Simulation by R. Pierrehumbert [Chaos, Solitons, & Fractals,1989]

• Passive scalar c(x,t) subject to advection and diffusion

• Model: discrete version of  

• Motivation: mixing in the atmosphere

Results:

Strange eigenmode: time-periodic

but exponentially fading pattern

x
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Experiment by Rothstein, Henry & Gollub [Nature, 1999]
T=2 periods T=20 periods

T=50 periods T=50.5 periods

• Dye in conducting fluid

• Time-periodic forcing from

below by magnet array

Strange eigenmode
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Results on variance decay and strange eigenmodes

• Antonsen, Fan, Ott & Garcia-Lopez [1996]
Balkovsky and Fouxon [1996]
Pattanayak [2001]

• Fereday, Haynes & Wonhas [2002]
- local Lyapunov-exponent statistics are insufficient (Example: baker’s map)
- global strange eigenmode view needed

• Sukhatme & Pierrehumbert [2002] (Childress and Gilbert [1995])
(incomplete) eigenmodes are plausible by analogy with kinematic dynamo

Childress and Gilbert [1995]

• Lyapunov-exponent statistics
• ergodicity assumed
• result: heuristic decay rates

ct  c  v  c, Bt  Bv  B  Bv.
v(x,t): two-dimensional, incompressible, smooth, time-periodic
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Partial explanation for eigenmodes: 
unstable manifolds

Diffusive dye 

unstable manifold
(attracting material line)

stable manifold
(repelling material line)

Voth, Haller & Gollub [Phys. Rev. Lett. 18
(2002) 244501]
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Diffusive dye Unstable manifolds

unstable manifold
(attracting material line)

stable manifold
(repelling material line)

Partial explanation for eigenmodes: 
unstable manifolds

Voth, Haller & Gollub [Phys. Rev. Lett.. 18 (2002) 244501]
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Stable and unstable manifolds (by DLE algorithm

unstable manifold
(attracting material line)

stable manifold
(repelling material line)

Partial explanation for eigenmodes: 
unstable manifolds

! But patterns divert from unstable manifolds, 
especially for larger diffusivities

Voth, Haller & Gollub [Phys. Rev. Lett.. 18 (2002) 244501]
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Example: A time-periodic model velocity field 

Nondiffusive tracer
(aligns with unstable manifolds)  

Diffusive tracer  

v1x, y, t  sinxcosy cosx  cos2t siny
 sinx sinycos2t cosy,

v2x, y, t   cosxsinycosx  cos2t siny
 sin2x siny,

unstable manifolds alone fail to explain eigenmodes
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Questions: - What are these “strange eigenmodes”?
- When do they exist?

0  1  2    n  ,

|vx, t|  v0

N1  N  28
e

v 0
2



A  

Theorem 1 Assume the gap condition .

Then (1) has an N-dimensional invariant manifold

• is continuous in t.

• is time-periodic or quasi-periodic whenever v(x,t) is.

eigenvalues of             :

bound on velocity:

(1)
t c    v  c, x S,

cx, t0  c0x, nc|S  0.

Mt  H1S.

Mt

Mt

Proof: Infinite-dimensional version of Perron’s method; treat advection as perturbation
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Consequence: A finite-dimensional linear subsystem

Mt    v  |Mt.y  Mty,

Generalized strange eigenmodes:
A fundamental set of solutions to this subsystem

Mt

weakest decaying strange eigenmode
prevails for large times withinMt
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Question:   Are these eigenmodes complete?
i.e., does any initial concentration converge to ?L2 Mt

Theorem 2 Assume the stronger gap condition                             

Then         is an inertial manifold.Mt

Example: On a rectangular domain ,   
with rational        , we have

S  0,2/a  0,2/b
a/b2

lim supn n1  n   (Mallet-Paret & Sell [1988])

Thus Theorem 2 gives an inertial manifold

lim supn
32 v 0

e n1n 16 v 0
 1
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The case of time-periodic velocity fields 

y  Mty,

On the inertial manifold:

If v(x,t) is continuous in t, Floquet theory applies:

Pt  T  Ptyt  PteBty0,

Thus any tracer concentration converges to:

cx, t  c0  k0
N1 ek t k0x, t  tk1x, t t lkk

lkx, t

k
lkx, t  k

lkx, t  T

Mt  Mt  T    v  |Mt.

Explains numerical and lab experiments!
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Geometry of this result 
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cx, t  exp  02

02  i 02 Re0202 Re02

02 Re0 Im0 
t 0x, t,

Theorem 3 Universal form of an incompressible eigenmode:   

Quasiperiodic and subharmonic 
eigenmodes are possible                        
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Question: Approximate eigenmodes for small diffusion?

0x, t  0x, t  1x, t O2, kx, t  kx, t  T

Theorem 3 Let D be the set in space-time on which                           

0x, t  0.

Then D is invariant under v(x,t), and v(x,t) is completely
integrable on D.

No regular expansion for strange eigenmodes in
chaotic mixing
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Summary (Liu & Haller, Physica D 188 (2004) 1-39.)

• Strange eigenmodes exist in 2D and 3D
velocity fields under gap condition

• Pierrehumbert’s strange eigenmodes are 
Floquet solutions on an inertial manifold

• No smooth expansion for eigenmodes in terms of the diffusivity
• Similar results for dynamo equations (Liu & Haller [2003])

Open questions:
• approximation of eigenmodes
• calculate decay rate for small diffusivity
• design mixing by controlling eigenmodes


